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 1. You do this
with yarn. 
It rhymes 
with fit.

2.  You do this  
with a pencil 
and paper.

 3.  You do 
this with 
presents. 
It rhymes 
with cap.

4.  something you 
tie that rhymes 
with dot

5.   something on 
a door that 
rhymes with rob

6.  This means 
to destroy 
something.  
It rhymes with 
neck.

7.  a tool that 
rhymes with 
bench

8.  something that 
goes with a fork 
and rhymes with 
life

 write wrap knit wreck knife knob knot wrench

Look at each picture and read the clue. Choose the word that goes with the picture and 
write it on the lines.

We do

I do

knee knuckle wrist wrinkle

The letter k is silent if it comes before n at the beginning of a word. 
The letter w is silent if it comes before r at the beginning of a word.

Sometimes the first letter in a word is silent. 
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Spelling List

know

knew

knee

knock

knife

knot

write

wrote

wreck

wrap

wrong

wrinkle

Circle the words that begin with a silent letter.

We do

 1.  I know the answer.  

 2.  Yesterday I wrote a letter to my friend.

 3.  I knocked on the door with my knuckles.

 4.  She wore a watch on her wrist.

 5.  Did you wrap the presents?

 6.  Use a knife to cut through the knot.

 7.  There is a wrinkle in your shirt.

I do

Read each clue and complete the word from the spelling list that goes 
with it. 

 8.  rhymes with white wr
 9.  was aware of something kn
 10.  a part of your leg kn  

We do

I do
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 8.  rhymes with white wr
 9.  was aware of something kn
 10.  a part of your leg kn  

You must know the meaning of some homophones to spell them correctly.

 I see a ship sailing on the sea.

Write the correct homophone.

He wore a  on his finger.
ringwring

1.

I  the answer!
knowno

2.

 your name on the paper.
rightwrite

6.

We got a  car.
knewnew

3.

We are  allowed to shout  
in class.notknot

4.

Help me  these gifts.
wraprap

5.

We do

I do
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When a prefix is added to a word, it changes the word’s meaning. The prefix 
un- means “not” or “the opposite of.” The prefix re- means “to do again.”

 happy unhappy build rebuild

We do

I do

Add the prefix un- to the underlined word in the sentences below. Then use it to complete 
a sentence.

1.  If you are cold, zip up your jacket.  it if you get hot.

2.  If you lock the door,  it to open it. 

3.  Alf will wrap Lily’s present. She will  it. 

4.  If you miss a spot when you paint, you will have to  . 

5.   Heat the soup on the stove.  it if it gets cold before 
dinner. 

6.   Doc will write a story. Then she will  it neatly on nice 
paper. 

Add the prefix re- to the underlined word in the sentences below. Then use it to complete 
a sentence. 

We do

I do
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Complete the sentences. Use the words with silent k and silent w below.  
 wrong wrapped knee write knew knocked wreck

Remember, sometimes the first letter in a word is silent. The letter k is silent if 
it comes before n at the beginning of a word. The letter w is silent if it comes 
before r at the beginning of a word.

 knob     write    
 knife     wreck

We do

I do

Today I was riding my bike to my friend’s house.  

I got into a bad bike  !

I  I was going too fast. When I came to a sharp curve, I  

turned the  way. Crash! I fell and cut my  .  

I walked to my friend’s house and  on the door. Her mom  

helped me clean the cut. She  a bandage around it. Then  

she called my dad to come get me. I will  a note to thank  

her for helping me.
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1.  Who are the two best soccer players out of all the children?  
 Sal and Ana 
 Cass and Alec 
 Alec and Ana

2.  How do the Superkids feel after the soccer game ends in a tie score?  
 Everyone is sad that Hot Rod did not score another goal.   
 Everyone is proud of Hot Rod’s goal, but Sal wishes the team had won.   
 Sal and the other kids all feel happy and proud.

3.  How does Sal feel about Cass being friends with Ana? (Mark two choices.)  
 surprised, because Ana is on the other team   
 mad, because Ana is mean to him   
 afraid, because Cass may tell team secrets to Ana  

4.  Does Ettabetta trust Cass to keep team secrets?  
 No, she thinks the team should not trust Cass at all.   
 Yes, she thinks Cass would never say the wrong thing to Ana.   
 At first she trusts her, but then she is not sure.  

5.  Do you think it makes sense for Sal to be worried? Why or why not?
 

 

Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 124–131. Fill in the circle by the 
correct answer for 1–4 and write the answer for 5.  Look back at your Reader if you need help.
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1. Start with light
2. Add f before l 

3. Change fl to r 

4. Change r to n 

5. Start with caught
6. Change c to t 

7. Start with bought
8. Change b to br 

9. Change br to th 

 When i is followed by gh, the gh is silent and the i is long.

A bright light is right at night.    

 correct, not wrong

 a lamp

 opposite of day

 a plane trip

 did teach

 did catch

 did think

 did buy

 did bring

First, follow the directions and put the new words on the lines. Then write the number in 
the box by the word’s definition.

We do

I do

When a word has augh or ough in the middle, followed by t at the end, 
the gh is silent. The letters au or ou make the /�/ sound.

We do

I do
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Find the correct spelling word to complete each sentence. Write the 
letters needed to complete each word.

We do

I do

Spelling List

sigh
high

sight
bright
fright
night
slight

caught
taught

bought
brought
thought

It was a b  , sunny day. We all  

th  it was a great day for a baseball game.

I did not buy ice cream at the game. I b  

chips. The first batter hit the ball way up h  

in the sky. What a s  ! But my sister 

Jess was out in the field. She did what her coach had 

t  her to do. She c  

the ball in her glove. The players on the other team let out a 

loud s  . They had not scored any points yet.
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1

2

3 4

5 6 7

8 9

10

11

12

crib

sigh

bright

brought

high

tight

taught

thought

knob

caught

right

sight

night

Write words from the word bank to complete the crossword puzzle. Word Bank
Across
 2.   Opposite of left and the opposite of wrong
 3.  Opposite of dark

 5.   What you turn to open a door
 8.  You use your eyes for this.
 10.   What a catcher  

did with a ball
 11.  Opposite of low
 12.   Something that  

happens inside  
your mind

We do

I do

Down
1.  What a baby sleeps in

4.  Opposite of loose
6.  Opposite of day
7.  Did bring something
8.   A noise you might make if you feel sad
9.   What a teacher did in class

We do

I do
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We do

I do

 tele__one    ele__ant   sym__ony

Sometimes the letters ph or gh sound like f.  
                       photograph           tough

Write ph to complete the words.

Write gh to complete the words.

1. 2.

 ne__ew    tro__y   al__abet

4. 5.

 lau__  cou__   enou__

7. 8.

3.

6.

9.
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 tele__one    ele__ant   sym__ony

 ne__ew    tro__y   al__abet

 lau__  cou__   enou__

We do

I do

1.   Which meaning of dribble has to do with soccer?

 meaning 1  meaning 2

2.  Write the word that means a kick toward the goal.   

3.  Write the word that means a point scored.   

4.  Write the pronunciation of block.  

5.   Which meaning of tie has to do with soccer?  

 meaning 1  meaning 2  meaning 3

A dictionary tells you a word’s spelling, pronunciation, and definition.
soc .cer (SOK . er), a ball game played all around the world

1. spelling    2. pronunciation   3. definition   

Use the dictionary entry in the box at the bottom to answer the following questions. 

blast .ed (BLAST.id), kicked hard and fast

block (BLOK), 1. a solid piece of wood or stone  
2. to stop the other team’s play

drib .ble (DRIB . l), 1. to move the ball forward with 
short, quick kicks 2. to trickle or drop slowly. 

goal (GOL), 1. the net into which the ball must be 
hit to score 2. a point scored 

goal .ie (GOL.e), the player who stands in the goal 

SOCCeR DICTIOnARy
to stop the ball from entering it

move (MOOV), 1. to change place 2. a good or 
tricky action

shot (SHOT), a kick toward the goal
tie (TI), 1. to attach together with string 2. a piece 

of cloth worn around the neck 3. a game that 
ends with both teams scoring the same number 
of points
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1.  It was dark that  .

     But the moon was  .

     I  it was a pretty  .

high     bought     taught     sigh     brought     caught

2.  Tish  Trish

     how she  the fish.

3.  I waited in line and 

      my lunch.

    You  snacks from home to munch.

4.  My balloon flew too  to reach.

     I gave a  . I gave a screech!

Choose the correct spelling words from each group to complete the sentences.

 bright sight thought night
We do

I do
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1.  What does Ms. Blossom’s class do to learn about trees?  
 Each kid does his or her own tree project. 
 The kids work in groups to do different tree projects. 
 All of the kids do the same tree project.

2.  Why do the trees in Icky and Tic’s play moan and fall down?
 They are sad to be wasted. 
 They do not like Mother Nature. 
 They want to scare the kids.

3.  What gift do trees give in spring?
 shade          apples          blossoms

4.  Write the seasons under the trees below.    spring    fall    winter    summer

       

5.  What part would you like to have in Icky and Tic’s play? Why?
 

 

Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 134–141. Look back at your Reader 
if you need help.
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